Abstract-An internal multimodel control designed for nonlinear multivariable systems, is proposed in this paper. This approach is based on the multi-modeling of nonlinear systems and the realization of a specific inversion of each model. A comparative study is presented between two structures of the internal multimodel control. The first one is based on switching models and the second on residues techniques as fusion method. The case of a second order nonlinear multivariable system shows the effectiveness of both structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the control structure of physical systems, the Internal Model Control (IMC) is one of the powerful control laws for open-loop stable plants [6] . It provides an open-loop framework for checking closed-loop stability and also highlights the inherent performance limitations due to model uncertainties, non-minimum phase plant characteristics and actuator constraints.
The IMC systems are characterized by a control device consisting of the controller and a simulation model of the process. The internal model loop computes the difference between the process and its model which represents the effect of disturbances and model mismatch.
The proposed controller in this structure is the inverse of the selected model, if it is realizable. This task is the main problem of the IMC approach due to the difficulty of direct model inversion for the majority of physical systems, which gives a structure generally unrealizable [8] .
The IMC design procedure is quite extensive and diverse. It has been developed in many forms; these include singleinput-single-output (SISO) and multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) formulations, continuous and discrete-time design procedures, design procedures for unstable open-loop systems, for nonlinear systems and so forth.
Developments of nonlinear IMC (NIMC) have been proposed for continuous time systems and for a class of discrete-time systems [9] .
In this context, several NIMC schemes have been proposed, such us proposing an analytical inverse of the nonlinear model based on a physical understanding of the plant [10] , or by representing the nonlinear plant by a collection of local linear models. The global controller in this case is obtained by combining these controllers using a fuzzy system. This last scheme combines two approaches: the internal model and multimodel control.
The multimodel approach is extremely interesting when dealing with nonlinear complex systems. In this approach, the nonlinear plant is described by a combination of local linear models, each of which is valid in a particular operating region. First, local controllers for the local models are tuned. Next, the control actions of these local controllers are combined in the form of a global controller to be implemented on the nonlinear plant. Different methods are proposed to design the global controller such us switching between local controllers or by combining them (residues techniques).
Based on the NIMC and the multimodel representation of nonlinear systems, this paper proposes the Internal MultiModel Control (IMMC) designed for nonlinear multivariable systems. Two structures will be presented, the IMMC based on the switching and the residues techniques. This paper is organized as follows: section II presents a brief review on the internal model control strategy. Section III is devoted to multimodel approach. Section IV presents the proposed structure for the internal multimodel control designed for nonlinear multivariable systems. In section V, an illustrative example is considered to show the effectiveness of the proposed structures and to compare them. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in Section VI.
II. NONLINEAR MULTIVARIABLE INTERNAL MODEL

CONTROL
Internal model control is considered as a robust control method for open-loop stable systems. The nonlinear internal model control structure designed for multivariable systems is composed of a stable nonlinear multivariable process model, and a feed-forward controller as shown in Fig. 1 .
The controller is obtained as the inverse of the plant model [2] . www.ijacsa.thesai.org
In the basic configuration of the IMC for multivariable systems, M is the chosen model for the process, C the controller and v a vector of disturbance affecting the system. The manipulated l input vector u is introduced to both the process and its model. The difference d between the process output vector y of dimension m and model output vector y m , is compared to the reference vector r to generate the controller input vector e . In this paper, we propose a fully actuated system. So, l=m.
The model inversion is the main problem of the IMC since the direct model inversion, for physical systems, gives a structure generally unrealizable.
The development of a nonlinear general approach of the IMC can raise serious difficulties, because of the complexity of the nonlinear systems, the absence of the mathematical inversion methods for the nonlinear models and consequently the difficulty of the design of a nonlinear internal model controller [1] . Multivariable linear internal model control is based on transfer matrix models, while nonlinear systems are usually described by nonlinear state-space models.
By using the inversion method proposed in [2] , based on the gain matrix to realize an inverse model for the nominal model, we obtain the IMC controller shown in Fig. 2 .
III. MULTIMODEL CONTROL
The multimodel control represents a relatively new approach on nonlinear control strategies. It makes possible to represent nonlinear complex systems by using a set of simple linear models constituting a model's library, each of them is valid in a particular operating region. For each model, a suitable controller can be designed off-line [5] .
The multimodel control can be perceived as a fusion of the partial command calculated from each model of this library or as a switching approach between these models.
The switching method consists on the choice of the nearest model to the process which leads to the least modeling error. The fusion method consists on evaluating the contribution of each partial command to the effective controller of the system. It is based on calculating the residues which are frequently formulated by the geometric distance between the real output and the local models outputs [7] . The highest validity index is given to the system that gives the best estimation. In the opposite case the validity index is close to zero.
IV. MULTIVARIABLE INTERNAL MULTIMODEL CONTROL
In this paper, an internal multimodel control is proposed for nonlinear multivariable systems as shown in Fig. 3 . The first step consists on describing the nonlinear system to control by a model's library. The analysis and control of these linear models are easy and they can be exploited for an IMC structure. Identification or linearization around various operating points or convex polytopic transformation can be used to define these models.
The multimodel system describing the nonlinear multivariable system should be stable. In the proposed structure, the M i , i=1…n, are linear state-space models describing the multivariable system. For each model M i , a controller matrix C i is designed in order to ensure the nominal performances for the pair (M i ,C i ). C i is the IMC controller obtained by using the inversion method as proposed in Fig. 2 . It is integrated in the closed-loop configuration, as presented in Fig. 3 . All local controllers are calculated instantly and simultaneously. y and u are the system output and input vectors. i , i and e i,, i=1…n present the output, input and controller input vectors respectively for each model M i . d is the modeling error, K i the gain matrices and v the validation index.
Two methods are proposed in this paper, the first one is based on the switching technique: the model with the smallest error is chosen. After this operation, the correspondent control input u is applied to the system. The second method is based on residues techniques. The calculation of the controller to be applied to the real system depends, not only on the partial controllers, related to the library's models, but also of the validities resulting from the residues which represent errors between system and models outputs.
A. System description
Let's consider a nonlinear multivariable system described by the following state space equation (1) Where  is the system state vector, ;
 is the output vector, ;
 And is the input vector, .
This system can be represented by a library of n linear models , where each model can be described by the following state space equations Vol. 4, No.7, 2013 68 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
B. The switching method
First of all, let's define the n distance vectors , characterizes the difference between system outputs and model outputs , and .
(3)
Let's consider such that (4) The controller correspondent to the model with the lowest is the one to apply to the system.
C. The residues techniques
For the residues techniques, all controllers participate on calculating the final controller applied to the system, according to their validities .
To quantify the contribution of the n partial command to the global controller of the system, it's necessary to define validity values , making it possible to give preemption, at every moment, to the nearest model at the detriment of the others.
(5)
The control law to be applied to the system is given by the following expression. (6) This control law depends on the partial commands and the validity coefficients relating to the models M i.
V. APPLICATION
In order to illustrate the proposed internal multimodel control for multivariable nonlinear systems, let's consider the following multivariable system with two inputs two outputs (m=2).
The plant equations can be transformed to the following state space equations (8) Where , ,
We propose to apply the convex polytopic transformation in order to define the models describing the system. Vol. 4, No.7, 2013 69 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org , B, and define the local models and the are the activation functions.
We suppose that the matrix such us are bounded (10) Let and .
For the proposed system, models ( , B, ) are proposed to describe the nonlinear multivariable system and .
The considered local models for this example are significantly different from each others. This allows seeing clearly the difference between the two proposed methods applied to the system.
A. Simulation results for the switching method
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 4 , 5 and 6 where the reference vector r is , and the gain matrices , i=1…4 such that . Fig. 4 represents the internal multimodel controllers and . System outputs and are displayed in Fig. 5 . Control signals are elevated and varied from one moment to other. This is due to the switching between linear models leading to control signals variation. It can be shown a sluggish output responses (the system outputs reach the references after 80seconds) and an important overshoot. Fig. 6 displays the chosen models for the switching method. Their correspondent controllers are applied to the system. For this example, the switching method hasn't shown satisfactory results. Chosen models for the switching method
B. Simulation results for the residues techniques
Simulation parameters for residues techniques are taken the same as the switching method. Fig. 7 , 8 and 9 display simulation results for the residues techniques. Fig. 7 represents the evolution of the internal multimodel controllers and . System outputs and are displayed in Fig. 8 . The system outputs present an acceptable overshoot and are able to reach perfectly the references at the steady state. Fig. 9 shows model's validities. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two structures for internal multimodel control were proposed for nonlinear multivariable systems. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The first structure is based on the determination of control signals by switching between different inverse models outputs. While the second one is based on using the residues techniques as fusion method to calculate the control signal.
The implementation of the second structure based on residues techniques is more complex and needs more computation time than the first one based on the switching method, but it is more efficient. In fact, by using the residues techniques, the system outputs reach quickly the imposed reference without important overshoot.
